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Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5111 208 4.55 1.57 31.13 9 3/8 30.5 7.12 4.4 119" 15

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

RB
DOB (Age)

11-1-90 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Reverman, Joe

TEAM

New England Patriots13-5th-MIA
YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

FLORIDA (FLUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Gillislee , Mike

2017: at KC 9/7, vs NO 9/17, vs HOU 9/24, vs CAR 10/1, vs TB 10/5

19
Winning %

59%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Was a healthy scratch 10 out of the last 11 games in 2017. Rushed for 5.7 YPA in 2015 and 

2016 but only 3.7 YPA in 2017. 

The 5th year pro played his first season in New England in 2017 after spending time with the Dolphins and

Bills before. With Josh McDaniels as the offensive coordinator, Gillislee started off the season getting the

majority of the carries in a system that used him on Outside/Inside Zone and Gap/Power plays as well as the

goal line back but did not get much playing time towards the end of the year due to a talented Patriots

backfield. He has solid height and adequate weight with good overall AA possessing good acceleration and long 

speed with solid COD and adequate lateral agility. Shows good mental processing pre-snap to see potential

blitzers and front changes on run and pass plays. Runs with good tempo on Gap plays as he likes to get

downhill quick and doesn’t hesitate on his cuts, showing good play speed. Shows solid vision and patience on

all running plays, able to let his blockers get on their blocks when pulling before cutting off of them while

showing the ability to get to the edge on outside plays and the speed to turn the corner. Demonstrates good

burst up to 2nd level with good acceleration and runs with good pad level to 2nd level when he gets through

the 1st level cleanly. In the open field, he has good long speed and can break long runs if given a crease. He

shows solid elusiveness at the LOS, able to use spin move to make DL’s and blitzing LB’s miss. Good at getting

yards after contact as he has good competitive toughness, finishing runs at the 2nd level by using good pad

level to pick an edge on the DB or LB and fall forward for extra yards. His speed into contact gives him good

play strength as he can break tackles from DB’s and LB’s when they don’t wrap up and does a solid job of

pushing the pile making him a good short yardage back. Didn’t get many opportunities in the pass game

because of James White and Dion Lewis but gets solid separation on routes because of solid COD and good

acceleration, and he has good hands. Is good in pass protection, as he shows good mental processing to know

who he needs to block and has good competitive toughness, as he is aggressive on blocks. Has hard initial hit

on LB’s and DB’s, able to stop them in their tracks and is very good at chipping DE’s and knocking them off

course. He runs with adequate tempo on Inside Zone plays as he doesn’t press the frontside hole long enough

when trying to set up a cutback. On outside run plays, it takes several steps for him to stop and turn up field

and cannot make a vertical cut off of a jump cut due to adequate lateral agility. Does an adequate job of taking

what the defense gives him. On inside runs plays he will pass up an open hole to try and bounce it to the

outside and will lose yards. If he has to change his course to get to the 2nd level he will arrive at the 2nd level

with adequate pad level and won’t be able to gain yards after contact. In the open field, he weaves instead of

making sharp cuts and doesn’t show the ability to consistently make DB’s miss due to adequate lateral agility.

Doesn’t show the creativity in the run game to create for himself if a play is not blocked well due to solid lateral

agility, and he always carries the ball in his right hand demonstrating adequate ball security. In pass

protection, he throws his shoulder into blocks instead of using good hand placement and therefore, doesn’t

sustain blocks. Overall, he is a 2-down starter you can win with in a Gap/Power system where he doesn’t have

to make many cuts, has simple reads, and can get downhill quickly. Will be able to gain yards after contact if he

can get going vertical and can gain yards in short yardage situations but will not be able to create big plays and

yards for himself if there is not good blocking.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

32
Games Started

4
Games Won

Decision Making, Weaves When He Makes Cuts, Pressing the Hole, Creating, Lateral Agility

PROJECTION He is a 2-down strrter that you can win with who is best when running north and south. 

He can be effective as a short yardage runner but will struggle to generate yards without 

good blocking.

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Burst, Short Yardage Running, Chipping DE’s, Competitive Toughness

WORST

RB

A Gap/Power scheme that can take advantage of his downhill running ability.

2013-None 2014-Undisclosed (Preaseason, Placed on IR) 2015-None 2016-Right 

Hamstring (Weeks 12-13, Missed One Game) 2017-Illness (Week 14, DNP), Right Knee 

Bruise (Week 17, DNP)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


